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  How is pre-emption implemented in Switzerland?  

 Unlike France (  Melot ), the Netherlands, Germany, or Austria, the imple-
mentation of an unlimited state pre-emption right on building land is, in 
Switzerland, very limited. There is no explicit mention of this instrument 
in the federal legislation, and only two cantons – Vaud and Geneva, both 
located in western Switzerland – have introduced such an instrument in their 
current legislation. The canton of Geneva introduced a pre-emption right in 
favour of the state and the municipalities in 1993. Pre-emption can poten-
tially be applied on all land plots located within existing – as well as future – 
building zones that are likely to be used for the construction of housing 
stocks, industrial development, the implementation of public facilities and 
airport infrastructures, or the protection of heritage buildings. It aims at 
providing state authorities with the capacity, fi rst, to set up land reserves 
and, second, to prevent speculation leading to overprized land transactions, 
which could hamper public interest within planning processes. Pre-emption 
has proven to be quite effi cient in Geneva as it helped both state and local 
authorities create favourable land property conditions for the implementa-
tion of land use policy objectives. It is, however, worth noticing that the full 
potential of pre-emption is rarely used by public authorities; the latter being, 
for example, very reluctant to use pre-emption in the case of building zone 
extension as allowed by law ( Prélaz-Droux et al. 2009 ). The canton of Vaud 
has, for its part, very recently (12 February 2017) introduced in its cantonal 
Housing Act a limited pre-emption right on buildings and building land in 
favour of municipalities. It aims to promote the renovation of old housing 
stocks as well as the construction of new ones. 

 Although there exists, to our knowledge, no systematic survey on the 
implementation of a pre-emption right at the local (i.e. municipal) level in 
Switzerland, 1  one can claim, with very limited risk of error, that this type of 
land property instrument is absent from the policy instruments toolbox of 
most Swiss municipalities. 

 This reluctance to provide public authorities with policy instruments 
limiting private property rights may be explained by the persistence of a 
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‘communitarian’ ideology as well as the historic signifi cance of (neo-)liberal 
ideas in Swiss political culture ( Knoepfel and Schweizer 2015 ). Both phe-
nomena have contributed to the development of a popular feeling of mis-
trust about (increasing) state power and have led political parties to fi ght 
for a limited and controlled transfer of decision-making powers to public 
authorities. The central political role played by civil society organisations and 
non-governmental organisations (NGOs) in solving public problems, as well 
as the very central importance of the ‘subsidiarity principle’ in Swiss polity 
( Linder 2010 ), both illustrate this kind of ‘anti-state’ ideology. It is, how-
ever, interesting to notice that there are signifi cant differences between can-
tons regarding the role (to be) conferred to the state and public authorities. 
Whereas the cantons of Central and East Switzerland are good examples of 
this ‘liberal’, and, to a certain extent, ‘anti-state’ conception, cantons of west-
ern Switzerland (including Bern) have proven to be less reluctant to develop 
more interventionist public policies. It is thus not surprising to fi nd the more 
interventionist land use policy instruments in this part of the country, such 
as taxes on added-value in Bern and pre-emption rights in Geneva and Vaud.  

  Effectiveness, effi ciency, legitimacy, and practicability 
of pre-emption right  

 Empirical evidence from France (cf.  Melot ) and to a certain extent from 
Switzerland ( Bellanger 2013 ;  Prélaz-Droux et al. 2009 ;  Tanquerel and Bel-
langer 2009 ) shows that the pre-emption right may be  effective  as well as 
effi cient  (notably in the case of indirect impacts: see developments below). 
However, as most interventionist instruments,  legitimacy  is a sensitive issue 
that tends to be tightly linked with  practicability . These four criteria are 
further discussed in this section. 

  Effectiveness  

 A pre-emption right can impact landowners in  direct  and  indirect  terms. 
Direct impacts compel (private) landowners, willing to sell their plots, to 
cede them to state authorities (mostly local or regional). The main (positive) 
effects of such mandatory transfers of private land property titles to public 
ownership are twofold. Not only do public authorities gain access to strate-
gic land plots that are crucial for implementing planning objectives of public 
interest, but the instrument also drastically limits speculative or hoarding 
behaviours of private landowners who seek to prevent the realisation of 
these objectives. In this regard, state pre-emption may also impede local 
(informal ‘little’) arrangements between private landowners, architects, and 
construction fi rms. 

 Indirect impacts consist mainly of pressure on landowners through the 
threat of pre-emption as well as an increase in the control of the local land 
market by public authorities, which is a resulting consequence of publicity 
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and the transparency obligations imposed on landowners willing to sell 
their land plots. 

 Like many interventionist (property right oriented) instruments, the effec-
tiveness of a pre-emption right results as much from its direct as from its 
indirect impacts: the public authorities’ threat to use pre-emption is often a 
suffi ciently strong signal to convince (private) landowners to use their prop-
erty (land plots or buildings) in accordance with planning objectives. In the 
same way, the increased transparency of local land markets resulting from 
the obligation of publicity imposed on landowners provides public authori-
ties with a substantial increase in their capacities to control these markets.  

  Effi ciency  

 The effi ciency of a pre-emption right varies signifi cantly between direct and 
indirect impacts. Whereas direct impacts can be rather costly for public 
authorities depending on the size and the (market) value of the pre-empted 
plots, indirect impacts are very effi cient, for the most part, as they are nearly 
free by-products. 

 It should, however, be noted that an interdependent relationship exists 
between the two types of impacts. Indeed, the strength of indirect impacts 
depends, to a certain extent, on the scope and frequency of the use of pre-
emption by (local) public authorities: if never used, pre-emption will cease 
to be considered a threat by the landowners.  

  Legitimacy  

 Legitimacy depends fi rst of all on the capacity of public authorities to enable 
the recognition and acceptance, by the citizens, the other political actors as 
well as civil society organisations, of public problems as suffi ciently impor-
tant to be solved through state intervention. Pre-emption’s legitimacy will 
thus depend on the relationship – or the ‘ratio’ – between the type and 
importance of public interests at stake and the (perceived) scope of limita-
tions imposed to private property. The acceptability of which depends on 
the dominant view of private property protection within the society. 

 Legitimacy also strongly depends on the power relationships between the 
actors negatively affected by pre-emption (fi rst the landowners) and the ben-
efi ciaries of its implementation (municipalities, citizens, tenants, etc.). The 
broader the group of benefi ciaries, the more legitimate the instrument. Con-
versely, the more powerful the negatively affected actors are (landowners, 
architects, construction fi rm, investors, etc.), the less legitimate the instru-
ment. In particular, the strength of landowners’ opposition will depend on 
the (real or imaginary) loss in value of their property. Therefore, legitimacy 
of pre-emption could probably be substantially increased through the inte-
gration of the developers, investors, and construction fi rms in the group of 
pre-emption benefi ciaries. 
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 But legitimacy of pre-emption also depends, on a more practical level, 
on its effi ciency as well as on its concrete impact on public fi nances: if too 
expensive for the taxpayers, the instrument could also be contested by a part 
of its supposed benefi ciaries. 

 Finally, it is worth noting that pre-emption contributes to the strengthen-
ing of the executive to the detriment of the legislative: municipal executives 
are given the power to drastically intervene on the land market with only 
loose control by the parliament.  

  Practicability  

 The implementation of an unlimited state pre-emption right usually requires 
at a minimum the following four steps: (1) zoning of the planning area 
concerned with pre-emption, (2) provision of funds for the acquisition of 
pre-empted land, (3) assessment of property value by an independent land 
commission, and (4) completion of land purchase by public authorities. 

 The main conditions for achieving these steps are the following: 

   •  Existence of a clear legal basis; 
  •  Strong political support from citizens, other political actors (notably 

legislative body), as well as civil society organisations; 
  •  Availability of public funds; 
  •  High reactivity and processing speed of the executive authorities.    

  Concluding remark  

 The Swiss example shows, by contrast, the rather high intervention capac-
ity of French public authorities on land markets, in particular through the 
use of pre-emption. The latter is one of the main instruments allowing land 
acquisition, which can then be used for strengthening land use policy imple-
mentation. Whereas Swiss public authorities are most of the time obliged 
to negotiate, sometimes bitterly, with a number of more or less cooperative 
individual and/or collective landowners in order to implement their plan-
ning objectives and development projects, French authorities can rely, when 
interacting with private landowners, on the convincing power provided by 
the threat of pre-emption. 

 Notwithstanding this signifi cant difference between the two countries 
regarding the power confi guration in between private and public actors, 
as well as the intervention capacity of public authorities, it is uncertain if 
French land use regime can guarantee a better way of dealing with land 
scarcity. If it is likely that the intervention capacity of French authorities is 
allowing them to implement rather quickly planning decisions and projects, 
numerous examples have proven that (centralised) state planning processes 
with limited local and/or private counter-powers do not automatically lead 
to optimal decisions when dealing with land scarcity issues. 
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 Thus, as the Swiss case shows, the obligation for public authorities – 
owing to the very limited public ownership on land – to negotiate with 
private landowners or investors (and, what’s more, under the control of 
direct democracy) can sometimes lead to similar if not more optimal plan-
ning decisions with regard to a careful land use; the major problem being 
the huge amount of time necessary for the realisation of such development 
projects.  

   Note 
    1  On 1 January 2017, Switzerland had 2,255 communes/municipalities (Source: 

 www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/fr/home/bases-statistiques/agvch.html ), which render such 
a survey rather hard to realise.   
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